DES SVA1 Data Products
Description
The Dark Energy Survey (DES; DES Collaboration, 2005, DES Collaboration, 2016) Science Verification
(SV) period was a post-commissioning testing phase during which a mini-survey was performed to a
depth comparable to the 5-year DES survey. The purpose of SV was to verify that the Dark Energy
Camera (DECam; Flaugher et al., 2015) system was capable of producing science-quality data at a rate
that would meet the DES science requirements. Between 2012 November 1 and 2013 February 22, 10,00
0+ SV exposures were collected by DECam and subsequently reduced with an early version of the DES
Data Management (DESDM) software stack (Sevilla et al. 2011, Mohr et al. 2012, Gruendl et al. in prep).
Both the raw and the reduced single-epoch images are available from the NOAO science archive.
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The data products provided here come from the first annual reduction of the SV images (SVA1) and
consist of object catalogs, value added quantities, and ancillary maps derived from the coadded SV
images. The SVA1 GOLD Catalog provides photometry and simple classification for objects detected in
the SVA1 coadd images. Ancillary maps describing the effective magnitude limit across the SVA1
footprint are also provided. The SVA1 Shear Catalogs provide shape information for a high-quality subset
of objects in the GOLD catalog as derived by Jarvis et al. (2015). The SVA1 Photo-z Catalogs provide
photometric redshift estimates for objects in the SVA1 GOLD catalog as derived in Bonnett et al. (2015).
Catalogs of galaxy clusters and red galaxies in the SVA1 data set are provided by the SVA1 RedMaPPer
and RedMaGiC Catalogs as derived in Rykoff et al. (2016) and Rozo et al. (2015).
If you use an SVA1 data product in a scientific publication, we ask that you cite the paper where the data
product was derived and add a footnote to the SVA1 release URL. We also ask that you include the
standard acknowledgement for the use of public DES data found here.

Caveats
The SVA1 data products do not constitute an official DES data release and are provided on an "as is" basis in support of DES publications based on
SVA1 data. The SVA1 data products possess several known issues (documented in more detail below) arising from features in the instrument, data
reduction, catalog creation, and calibration processes that were present during this early phase of data taking prior to normal operations of DES.

Support
Support for the SVA1 data products is very limited. The primary sources of documentation are the papers that derived these data products, and
questions can be addressed to the authors of those papers. Questions about the distribution of the data or the content of these wiki pages can be
submitted using the web form provided here. Questions and responses are tracked, and can be viewed here.

Documentation
SVA1 GOLD Catalog
SVA1 Shear Catalogs
SVA1 Photo-z Catalogs
SVA1 RedMaPPer/RedMaGiC

Download
The full listing of downloadable files can be found here.
The data products are described in more detail on the pages linked above and files are linked by topic below. Catalog files are distributed as gzipped F
ITS binary tables. Ancillary depth maps are provided as HEALPix formatted gzipped binary FITS tables.

SVA1 GOLD Catalog
sva1_gold_r1.0_catalog.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_maglim_auto_g_n4096.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_maglim_auto_r_n4096.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_maglim_auto_i_n4096.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_maglim_auto_z_n4096.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_goodregions_04_n4096.fits.gz

SVA1 Shear Catalogs
sva1_gold_r1.1_im3shape.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_ngmix.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_wlinfo.fits.gz

SVA1 Photo-z Catalogs

sva1_gold_r1.0_annz2_point.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_bpz_point.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_skynet_point.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_tpz_point.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_annz2_pdf.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_bpz_pdf.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_skynet_pdf.fits.gz
sva1_gold_r1.0_tpz_pdf.fits.gz

SVA1 Redmapper/Redmagic Catalogs
redmapper_sva1_public_v6.3_catalog.fits.gz
redmapper_sva1_public_v6.3_members.fits.gz
redmapper_sva1_public_v6.3_randoms.fits.gz
redmapper_sva1_public_v6.3_zmask.fits.gz
redmapper_sva1_public_v6.3_area.fits.gz
redmapper_sva1-expanded_public_v6.3_catalog.fits.gz
redmapper_sva1-expanded_public_v6.3_members.fits.gz
redmapper_sva1-expanded_public_v6.3_randoms.fits.gz
redmapper_sva1-expanded_public_v6.3_zmask.fits.gz
redmapper_sva1-expanded_public_v6.3_area.fits.gz
redmagic_sva1_public_v6.3_faint.fits.gz
redmagic_sva1_public_v6.3_bright.fits.gz
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